I am the golden hen

Verse 1
Some of us have whiskers,
Some of us have claws,
Some of us can jump up high,
Some of us can roar.
I am just a little hen,
That is clear to see.
There’s a special reason,
Why I love being me.

Chorus
I am the golden hen,
Who lays the golden eggs.
I am the golden hen,
Who lays the golden eggs.
And if you ask me to,
I’ll lay an egg for you.
I am the golden hen,
Who lays the golden eggs.
Verse 2
Some of us are very big,
Some of us are small,
Some of us can swish our tails,
Some of us can crawl.
I am just a little hen,
That is clear to see.
There’s a special reason,
Why I love being me.

Repeat chorus

Verse 3
Some of us are stripy,
Some of us have spots,
Some of us can slither,
Some of us can hop.
I am just a little hen,
That is clear to see.
There’s a special reason,
Why I love being me.

Repeat chorus